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The idea for this project came from 
a viral picture I saw on THE internet. 
The picture is about a house in a 
Latin American slum and illustrates 
very well the organic architecture 
achieved in those regions.

1. For the main structure we used AK Construction Foam 6 & 10mm 
Blue Foam High Density (AK8098). This material is lightweight, easy to 
cut and form and ideal for this kind of project. 

2. The main shapes were drawn onto the AK Construction Foam sheet.  
Masking tape was used, in order to keep everything in place. A sharp 
pencil was used for drawing the lines. 
Deluxe Materials “Foam 2 Foam” glue was used to put the pieces 
of foam together. The bond is super strong and does not affect the 
material.

3. Wood stir sticks were used for the planks. These sticks are cheap, 
easy to find and very strong. Also, less porous than balsa wood.  The 
wooden parts were assembled according to the reference picture, 
using AK Wolverine PVA Glue (AK12014).
They were cut to size with the help of a modeling knife.  

4. AK Easy Cast Texture Medium (AK897) was applied on the brick-like 
carved cork parts. A spatula was used for the task.

5. The corrugated aluminum sheets were placed onto the roof and the 
house was then ready for the painting stage. 

Modeler: José Brito
Scale: 1/35
Brands: AK Interactive, 
MiniArt, Master Box 
figures, Royal Model, 
MacOne Models, Alternity 
Miniatures, Reality in Scale, 
ETA Diorama Accessories, 
Matho Models, Albion Alloys 
Precision Metals 
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6. The stairs and the rear deck during final assembly. At this stage, we thoroughly checked 
the fit of all elements. The whole base was then covered in AK Easy Cast Texture Medium. 

7. The road area received a coat of AK Terrains Asphalt (AK8013). 
A spatula was used for the task. This is an acrylic paste so water can be added in order to 
regulate consistency. 

8. Checking the fit of the building onto the base.

9. Several patches of AK Asphalt AK8013 were applied onto the first layer, to represent 
repairs and successive interventions on the road. 

10. Once the Asphalt paste had dried, the road area was airbrushed in AK- Interactive 
Rubber Black RC022.

11. The house was airbrushed in AK Surface Primer Grey (AK175). 
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12. For the walls, AK 3rd Generation Acrylics Medium Rust (AK11103) and 
Luminous Flesh (AK11051) were mixed on a wet pallete. The color was applied 
well-thinned, on selected areas. A medium size flat brush was used for the task.  

13. For the wood parts, a mix of AK 3rd Generation Acrylics Medium Grey 
(AK11010) and Middle Stone (AK11124) was applied. Several well thinned layers are 
applied with the help of a medium size flat brush.

14. The bricks were painted in a mix of AK 3rd Generation Acrylics Medium Rust 
(AK11103), Saddle Brown (AK11104) and Chocolate (Chipping) (AK11113). Again, 
applied in well thinned layers, in order to retain the subtle surface detail.

15. The roof sheets were pre-shaded with AK Real Colors Rubber Black (RC022).

16. A small piece of sponge was used to apply the rust effects. The colors used are AK 3rd 
Generation Acrylics Chocolate (Chipping) (AK11113), Medium Rust (AK11103) and Light 
Rust (AK11105).

The house ready 
for the weathering 
process. 
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19. The mixture was applied onto the brick areas. We let it dry for a 
few hours. The excess was removed using a cosmetic brush, slightly 
moistened in water. The process can be repeated as many times as 
necessary. The remaining pigment will stay between the brick spaces.

20. We decided to paint a variety of graffiti on the wall. The basic idea was 
drawn directly onto the desired spot. A soft and sharp pencil was used for 
the task.  

21. AK 3rd Generation Acrylics were used to paint the graffiti.

22. The graffiti taking shape…

23. … and color! I like painting graffiti in my urban projects since I find 
it a very amusing process. 

24. The graffiti completed.

25. The ground around the graffiti areas also received several dots of 
paint. This added an extra touch of interest and realism to our project.

18. 502 Abteilung Concrete 
( P026), AK Acrylic Thinner 
(AK712) and water were placed 
into a plastic palette.
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28. Once the paint had dried, it received a coat of 502 Abteilung Oil Color Earth (ABT093), Dark Mud 
(ABT130), Starship Filth (ABT510) and Dust (ABT003), thinned in Fast Dry Thinner (ABT113). Several 

spots on the street also received a thin layer of 502 Abteilung Oil Color Olive Green (ABT050) and 
Copper Oxide Blue (Patina) (ABT180), again thinned in Fast Dry Thinner (ABT113). 

29. The figures for this project came from the Master Box set “Somewhere on our planet – Sharing a 
smoke”, Ref MB35200. We only used the kid figures. The quality is very good and the overall detail very 

accurate. The figures were modified, to serve the idea we had in mind. The arms were cut in the 
desired spots and fine wire was used to fix them in the new positions. AK Greenpower Modeling Putty 

(AK8208) was used to reshape the figures.  

30. The second figure received the same treatment. 

31. The figures ready for the painting process. 

32-33. The figures were painted with AK 3rd Generation Acrylics.

34. Several urban accessories sets were used for the project. They came from Royal Model, Alternity 
Miniatures, MacOne, Reality in Scale and Matho Models.  

35. AK 0.5mm Styrene (AK9075) was also used to scratch-build several items used in the project.  

36. AK Extra Thin Cement (AK12002) and Plastic Cement (AK12003) were used in the construction process.

37. Fine wire was extensively used in this project. A steel ruler was utilized to straighten the wire. 

38. The TV antenna and basketball hoop fully assembled and ready for the painting process.

26. The roof received a coat of 502 
Abteilung Oil Color Dark Rust (ABT070) and 

Light Rust (ABT060), thinned down with 
Fast Dry Thinner (ABT113). 

27. The street was painted with a mix of 
AK 3rd Generation Acrylics Rubber Black 
(AK11027), Medium Grey (AK11010) and 

White (AK11001). 
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41. The metal air conditioner bases were made from angled plastic profiles. They 
were painted in AK 3rd Generation Acrylics Chocolate (Chipping) (AK11113). Further 
weathering was achieved by applying Paneliner for Grey and Blue Camouflage (AK2072), 
Slimy Grime Light for Ships, Buildings, LVTPs… (AK027), Crusted Rust Deposits Medium 
Rust Deposits (AK4112), 502 Abteilung Dark Mud (ABT130) and Olive Green (ABT050). 502 
Abteilung Fast Dry Thinner ABT113 was used for mixing and increasing flow.

42. The air conditioners ready to be fixed in place. 

43. A fuel drum from Reality in Scale was airbrushed in AK Real Colors Yellow (RC007).

39-40. Air conditioners from the MacOne Models set were also used in the project. The casting is flawless and the detail very accurate. 
They were airbrushed in AK Iraqi Army Desert Sand (RC104). Once dried, they were weathered with AK Earth Effects Matt Dark Earth Wash (AK017),
Light Rust Wash for Green Vehicles (AK046), Slimy Grime Light for Ships, Buildings, LVTPs… (AK027) and Paneliner for Grey and Blue Camouflage (AK2072). 

44. Masking tape was used to cover certain areas 
and the fuel drum was then airbrushed in AK Real 
Colors Red (RC006).

45. The fuel drum fully painted. It was then ready 
for decaling and weathering. 

46. The decal was placed onto the desired spot. 
AK Decal Adapter Solution (AK582) was used to 
enhance adherence of the decal on the surface.
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47. Some scratches were depicted on the drum and then 
a coat of AK Dust & Dirt Deposits Sand Yellow Deposit 
(AK4061) and Light Dust Deposit (AK4062) was applied. 
Some 502 Abteilung Fast Dry Thinner (ABT113) can be 
added in order to increase flow and transparency.

48. Trash bags from Alternity Miniatures were airbrushed in AK Real Colors Rubber 
Black (RC022). Moist effects were added using AK Puddles (AK8028). More decay 
effects were achieved by applying AK Dust & Dirt Sand Yellow Deposits (AK4061) 
and AK Slimy Grime Light for Ships, Buildings, LVTPs… (AK027). The combination of 
several weathering techniques brought these items to life.

49. Several items from ETA Diorama Accessories were also used 
for this project. They have constant presence in my works!
Some of the items need to be assembled. For this task, I always 
use Deluxe Materials Rocket Card Glue. This is like a super-glue, 
but for… paper. 
Such small details make a huge difference in the final scene.
The trash disposal must also look random and chaotic. 
Combining several items gives a more convincing look. 
Note the crushed boxes and magazines.

Conclusion:
This was a very enjoyable project and a great 
opportunity to try new building and weathering 
techniques. 

The final result is a beautiful reference to the Favela 
organic architecture.


